
Criterion Collection:  Criterion sets create confusion given the conflicts between our current searching & 

matching guidelines and the perceived usage of this particular collection by cinephiles. Criterion 

Collection films are unique in that “Each film is presented uncut, in its original aspect ratio, as its maker 

intended it to be seen. Every time we start work on a film, we track down the best available film 

elements in the world, use state-of-the-art telecine equipment and a select few colorists capable of 

meeting our rigorous standards, then take time during the film-to-video digital transfer to create the 

most pristine possible image and sound”—Criterion Collection website. Current practice is to make sure 

Criterion titles remain on Criterion bib records regardless of possible splitting. In order to create 

consistency in the way these are dealt with, there are three options: 

1) Follow the current searching & matching guidelines; 

2) Use Criterion-specific guidelines for splitting, e.g. 

a. Circulate discs with versions of the same production together; 

b. Separate discs with different productions; 

c. Circulate bonus discs (regardless of bonus content), booklets and inserts with either the 

last significant disc in the set or with the most relevant disc; 

3) Circulate all discs together as packaged (except for splitting Blu-ray/DVD combos). 

Examples: 

A) The New World – 4-disc DVD set with the first three discs each containing a different cut of the 

same production and the fourth disc containing non-significant bonus materials. 

a. Current guidelines:  Each of the first three discs would circulate separately as they have 

different content.  The bonus disc would circulate with the third disc. 

b. Possible Criterion splitting guidelines:  As each of the first three discs contains a version 

of the same production, the discs would circulate together along with the bonus disc. 

c. Criterion non-splitting option:  All discs would circulate together as packaged. 

B) His Girl Friday – 2-disc DVD set with the first disc labeled as and containing the 1940 film, the 

second disc labeled and containing the 1931 film The Front Page, based on the same story. 

a. Current guidelines:  The discs would be separated as they each contain a film with 

different content. 

b. Possible Criterion splitting guidelines:  The discs would still be separated since they 

each contain a unique production. 

c. Criterion non-splitting option:  All  discs would circulate together as packaged. 

C) Lone Wolf and Cub – 3-disc Blu-ray set with the first two discs each containing three films in the 

series, with the third disc a bonus disc containing, amongst other extras, an English-dubbed re-

edited release of the first two movies. 

a. Current guidelines:  All three discs would circulate on their own as each contains one or 

more films released on their own with different content. 

b. Possible Criterion splitting guidelines:  Disc 1 would circulate on its own.  Discs 2 & 3 

would circulate together as all content of the third disc is considered bonus material, 

regardless of any individual releases. 

c. Criterion non-splitting option:  All discs would circulate together as packaged. 

https://www.criterion.com/about_us

